
STRATEGIES ADOPTED BY AMUL

Anand Milk Producers Union Limited or Amul, based at Anand in Gujarat is an Indian dairy cooperative. The Gujarat
Co-operative Milk Marketing Federation Ltd. (GCMMF) is Indiaâ€™s largest food product marketing organization and
Amul is a brand managed by them.

Advertising Campaign: Amul has been awarded the Guinness World Record for the longest running
advertisement campaign. Digital channels: Changing times needed a change in the advertising strategy. Amul
generally uses the current news scenario with a bit of sarcasm and wit for their promotion which usually
connects with the audience well. In order to target millennials, Amul started using digital channels like
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter for promoting their products. They were then advised to get rid of the
middlemen and market their milk through a co-operative society of their own which would have procurement,
processing, and marketing under them. Having a top of the mind positioning, excellent supply chain channels,
Amazing product line, and the low pricing strategy have all helped the brand grow. The Amul girl- a cartoon
figure, is used by the company to promote their brand. Amul has some good competitors where Most of these
ice creams entered regionally but then held on to the regional market share. Thus, even though individually
these brands might not be a worthy adversary, combined and with their total net aggregate, all of them
together are giving a very tough competition to Amul. That utterly butterly delicious smell of it has sometimes
even made us leave our beds and run to the kitchen. Without endorsing a public figure for millions, Amul ads
are captivating in itself. Hence we can say Amul in all its sense is Amulya Priceless for our nation. Efficient
Supply Chain Management: The Amul model is a three-tier cooperative structure which consists of a dairy
cooperative society at the village level that is affiliated with milk unions at the district level which in turn is
federated to a milk federation at the state level. The brand had a big task at hand â€” to make quality food and
products accessible for every Indian, and the company went all guns blazing to achieve this mission. Pricing
Strategy: Amul always catered to the needs of all economic segments without any compromise on their
product quality. Milk is collected at the village dairy society, procured and processed at the district milk union
and marketed at the state milk federation. It showed how a person is a library begins to eat his toast with the
spread of Amul Butter on it. There is clarity in the message. But due to his noisy easting in the library, the
librarian is seen taking away his tiffin and not returning on even after repeated requests. Though the
competition in Ice cream segment is high, the competition in Butter and Cheese and other dairy products is far
lesser for Amul. The model was found to be so amazing that Dr. How It All Started The cooperative
movement was triggered off when the farmers were angered by the unfair and manipulative trade practices
followed by the local trade cartel in Anand, Gujrat. Product Portfolio: Amul has a diversified product portfolio
and has been able to cater to the needs of all the segments from kids to old alike. This ad further reinforced
what Amul has done for India and hence became very popular among the Indians. Over to you: This concludes
the marketing strategy of Amul, if you guys have some points to add on, do leave your comment in the
comment box. The appeal of the ad lies in its simplicity. Thus innovation at each step could be regarded as a
reason for their grand success. Products that cover a huge market segment and are used on the daily basis like
milk, ghee, ice-cream, cheese, butter are tried and provided at rates lesser than that of their competitors. In ,
Amul released its first television ad. The whole process is transparent and it has been ensured that there is no
exploitation. Its very encouraging and Pride of India. The first step towards achieving the goal and to really
make the brand the taste of India, Amul formed a distribution strategy that made its products available at even
the remotest of the areas. With the rise in the Indian economy, transportation cost, storage cost, labor cost etc
have piled up but still, Amul provides quality products at a fair and affordable price in comparison to its
competitors, thus emerging as the most preferred brand. The offline channels of promotion included
sponsoring television shows, Newspaper and magazine ads, Billboards etc. This cooperative was further
developed and managed by Dr. Over the years, Amul has emerged as an opinion leader having its own witty
take on the most current issues and significant events. The brand has proved that it is not just a product but a
movement that represents the economic freedom of farmers. As it was under the guidance of Dr. Digital
channels not only helped the company get first-hand reactions of the customers for their products but also gave
them the opportunity to interact with them on a one-to-one basis. Launching Amul-cooperative was registered
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on 14 December as a response to the exploitation of marginal milk producers by traders or agents of the
Polson dairy, which was the only diary then as the government had given monopoly rights to Polson to collect
milk from Kaira and supply it to Bombay city. Usually, the ads are emotional stories centered around typical
families with funny twists most times. Innovation: Amul has always been known for coming up with new
innovative products for different customer segments.


